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It's exciting to see that educators 

are actually helping a bigger 

segment of a bigger population 

learn at the college level, We 

cannot rest in our quest to expand 

these opportunities until students 

... are equitably represented.
Trevor Packer



A “One-Stop Shop” 
for Teachers
Inside the Course and Exam 
Description (CED):

• About AP

• Implementing Your Course

• About the AP Course

• Curriculum Framework Overview

• Course-Specific Information

• Exam Information

New Additions:

• Course-at-a-Glance

• Unit Guides

• Instructional Approaches
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Order Your CED!

www.collegeboard.org/ced

It’s free!

http://www.collegeboard.org/ced
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Content in the 
Course Framework

Understanding by Design® 
terminology

• The box to the right shows how 
elements of the course framework 
are laid out in the Course and 
Exam Description.
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Task Verbs
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Course Skills

What practitioners in a specific 
field or discipline do

• can have specific names by course: 
e.g., Disciplinary Practices, Historical 
Thinking Skills, Science Practices, 
Course Skills

• describe what students should be able 
to do while exploring course concepts

• form the basis of tasks students are 
asked to perform on the AP Exam

• students often need multiple 
opportunities with progressive 
scaffolding to develop mastery
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CED

pp. 22-24
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Course Skills

What biologists do

• Course skills describe what 

students should be able to do

while exploring course concepts.

• Course skills also form the basis 

of tasks students are asked to 

perform on the AP Exam.

• Students will benefit from 

multiple opportunities to 

develop course skills in a 

scaffolded manner. 

CED

pp. 14-15



• Is the suggested course plan 
different from how you currently 
teach the course?   How?

• How have the changes to the 
new course plan influenced you 
in your classroom?  
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Discussion: 
Explore the course 
plan and skills for 
your course

How do the identified skills and 
course plan compare to your 
current course syllabus? 



AP Question 

Bank

Unit Guides Personal 

Progress 

Checks

Progress 

Dashboard
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Unit Guides

Planning guides that outline content and 

skills for commonly-taught units within a 

course

Personal Progress Checks

Formative AP questions that provide 

students with feedback on the areas 

where they need to focus

AP Question Bank

A library of real AP Exam questions that 

teachers can access which can be used 

to create customized practice and tests

Progress Dashboard

Interactive reports that help teachers 

understand student progress on learning 

critical concepts and skills

Resources and Supports for AP
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Topic Pages

• Each page is intended to 
represent a teachable topic or 
“chunk” of content – a chunk that 
might take anywhere from slightly 
less that a single class period to 
several class periods.



Questions?



Formative 
Assessments
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Topic Questions

Check for understanding as

you teach each topic and skill.



Topic Questions

Teachers can assign topic questions
to students online or on paper.
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• Topic question links in each unit show 
MCQ and FRQ for each topic

• Teachers preview and decide which 
questions to add to their own quizzes 
in the Question Bank



Question Analysis

Feedback for every formative AP 
question explains the correct answer 
and every incorrect answer to help 
students reflect and improve.
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AP Question 

Bank

Unit Guides Personal 

Progress 

Checks

Progress 

Dashboard
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Unit Guides

Planning guides that outline content and 

skills for commonly-taught units within a 

course

Personal Progress Checks

Formative AP questions that provide 

students with feedback on the areas 

where they need to focus

AP Question Bank

Library of formative, released, and secure 

AP practice questions teachers can use to 

assign online and paper tests to students

Progress Dashboard

Interactive reports that help teachers 

understand student progress on learning 

critical concepts and skills

Resources and Supports for AP
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Personal Progress Checks
As students complete each unit,

assign for feedback on the areas for 
additional focus or practice.



Personal Progress 
Checks Overview

PPC information provided at the 
bottom of the Course at a Glance.
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Personal Progress 
Check Questions

Questions assess every content area 
and skill on the Unit at a Glance.

CONTENT SKILL
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Units and Personal 
Progress Checks

When ready, teachers can unlock 
Personal Progress Checks to assess 
the content and skills in each unit.

Designed to fit in 45-minute periods or 
homework assignments, with sections 
that can be assigned separately: 

• Multiple Choice Questions (MCQ)           
for online test taking

• Free Response Questions (FRQ)                  
for online or paper test taking
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• Assuming you have 
access to AP Classroom, 
how comfortable are you 
with navigating the site?

• How are you currently 
using this tool in your 
classroom?  
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Discussion: 
Explore personal 
progress checks for 
your content



Class Progress 
Report by Skill
Teachers can easily compare any 
topics paired with the same skill.

Results display on a simple 25% scale:

• Dark yellow: 0 – 24.99%

• Light yellow: 25 – 49.99%

• Light green: 50 – 74.99%

• Dark green: 75 – 100%

As formative assessments, the score is 
not important but using the feedback is.
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Class Progress 
Report by Student

Teachers can identify trends in 
student responses to each question.
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Dynamic Teacher 
Homepage

As students complete their personal 
progress checks, their latest progress 
will elevate for teachers.
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Putting It 
Together



Accessing 
Online 
Resources



My AP

Educators and students will access
the new resources by logging into
myap.collegeboard.org on August 1
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My AP

Educators who log into AP Central will 
have a new personalized homepage.

• AP courses taught at their 
school(s)

• Dynamic timeline, tasks, and data

• Easy access to all relevant tools, 
including:

• AP Classroom

• AP Course Audit

• AP Digital Portfolio

• AP Scores
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AP Classroom
Online platform where teachers and 
students can access all the 
instructional resources.
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Integrated Digital 
Experience 

The Unit Guides are digitized in a new 
daily classroom tool: AP Classroom.

• Unit tabs for every unit include 
relevant resources aligned to the CED

• Unit Guide links provide easy access 
to instructional strategies and details

• Topic links provided details for every 
topic (if relevant to your course)

• Skills are color coded just like in the 
CED to help you spiral across units
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Progress 
Dashboard



AP Question 

Bank

Unit Guides Personal 

Progress 

Checks

Progress 

Dashboard
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Unit Guides

Planning guides that outline content and 

skills for commonly-taught units within a 

course

Personal Progress Checks

Formative AP questions that provide 

students with feedback on the areas 

where they need to focus

AP Question Bank

Library of formative, released, and secure 

AP practice questions teachers can use to 

assign online and paper tests to students

Progress Dashboard

Interactive reports that help teachers 

understand student progress on learning 

critical concepts and skills

Resources and Supports for AP



Progress Dashboard

Interactive reports highlight
student progress as they learn

critical concepts and skills.
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Progress Dashboard 
Preview
View progress for every student and 
class across AP units and skills.
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Student Digital 
Experience



My AP
Students who log into AP Students will 
have a new personalized homepage:

• AP courses taken

• Dynamic timeline, tasks, and data

• Easy access to all relevant tools, 
including: 

• AP Classroom

• AP Digital Portfolio

• AP Scores
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AP Classroom
Students will use AP Classroom for:

• Unit outlines and resources

• Personal Progress Checks

• Progress Dashboard 

• Question Bank Assignments
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AP Classroom 
Test Player
Students can use phones, tablets or 
laptops to answer most AP questions:

• Multiple Choice

• Free Response

• Text

• Audio (speaking and listening)

• Photo or file upload 

• Use paper and take a 
picture 

• Save digital work and upload

Teachers can also assign Free 
Response questions by downloading 
our custom paper test booklets.
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AP Classroom
Feedback

• On every topic and skill

• On every question:

• correct and incorrect answers,

• rationales for formative questions

• On their own dashboard so they can 
see their own progress over time

• From teachers, who can provide 
personlized feedback to each student
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Students will get feedback:



Questions?



Summative 
AP Exam 
Practice



AP Question 

Bank

Unit Guides Personal 

Progress 

Checks

Progress 

Dashboard
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Unit Guides

Planning guides that outline content and 

skills for commonly-taught units within a 

course

Personal Progress Checks

Formative AP questions that provide 

students with feedback on the areas 

where they need to focus

AP Question Bank

Library of formative, released, and secure 

AP practice questions teachers can use to 

assign online and paper tests to students

Progress Dashboard

Interactive reports that help teachers 

understand student progress on learning 

critical concepts and skills

Resources and Supports for AP



AP Question Bank

Teachers access this library of real
AP questions to create customized tests 

for students to take on paper or online.
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AP Question Bank

Boosts student practice with every 
available AP question in one place.

• Indexed by content and skills

• Create customized practice 
and tests that can be assigned 
online or on paper as in-class 
assignments or homework

• Create new questions or edit 
existing questions

• Enables students to practice on 
assignments from teachers and 
get detailed results



AP Question Bank

Boosts student practice with every 
available AP question in one place.

• Previously used questions are 
indicated (in orange)

• Assessment Builder helps 
teachers create and customize 
assignments for students
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AP Assessments to Guide Instruction 

Topic

Questions
Use when you teach

each topic and skill

Personal 

Progress Checks
Use when students complete each 

unit based on Topic Questions

Practice Questions

& Practice Exams
Use when students prepare for Exam

and as scaffolded instruction

AP

Exam

INFORMAL

Assessment Spectrum

FORMATIVE

FORMAL

SUMMATIVE
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• Teachers assign as homework or in class on custom quizzes they create. 

• Question results reveal misunderstandings and help:

• Teachers target content and skills to emphasize in lessons.

• Students understand why each answer is correct or incorrect.

• Teachers unlock or schedule start/end dates and times for student access in class or as homework.

• Students get a personal progress report with feedback on every topic, skill, and question.

• Teachers get a progress report for every class and student.

• Rationales and scoring guidelines explain full credit, partial credit, and no credit responses.

• Progress over time is elevated in the Progress Dashboard.

• More than 15K AP Exam questions are indexed by content and skills in the AP Question Bank. 

• Summative AP questions are best used to help students understand AP exam expectations and as prep towards 
the end of the year, as they assess content and skills from throughout the course.

• If administered online, or scores entered online, teachers and students view results by question. 

• Scoring guidelines from the AP Reading help teachers score free response questions. 



• How do you envision or how 
are you currently using this 
tool in your classroom?  Will 
it be strictly summative for 
you? 

Discussion: 
Explore the AP 
Question Bank for 
your content



Questions?


